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AUTENTICACIÓN DE USUARIOS USANDO BIOMÉTRICAS DEL RATÓN

Esta tesis está enfocada en los ataques internos, particularmente en el enmascaramiento

de usuarios. En este trabajo se pretende autenticar usuarios una vez que han iniciado

sesión. Haciendo esto se refuerzan las políticas de segundad para conceder acceso a los

sistemas.

Para nuestro propósito de reducir los ataques internos, seleccionamos el dispositivo del

ratón como fuente de datos, tomando en cuenta eventos del clic y los movimientos del

ratón, incluyendo el código de prueba de golpe, el cual indica el componente de la

ventana sobre el cual se encuentra posicionado el cursor del ratón. Una vez reunida toda

la información del ratón, se aplica un procedimiento estadístico para construir la conducta

del usuario; esta conducta nos ayuda a re-autenticar al usuario cada determinado período

de tiempo, con un costo computacional bajo, cubriendo escenarios de ataques tales

como: computadoras no atendidas con sesiones abiertas y el robo de contraseñas.

Construyendo la conducta del usuario con información del ratón evitamos el uso de

equipo costoso, y de cierta manera los datos del ratón son fácilmente obtenidos a través

de la interacción del usuario con el sistema, además estamos seguros de que la conducta

del usuario obtenida del ratón no puede ser imitada por otros usuarios.



USER AUTHENTICATION USING MOUSE BIOMETRICS

This thesis is focused on the internal attacks, particularly on the impersonation of users by

other users. ln this work we pretend to authenticate users once they have logged in. Doing

this we reinforce the security policies to grant access to the systems.

For our purpose of reducing the internal attacks, we selected the mouse device as data

source, taking into consideration click events and mouse movements, including the hit test

code that gives information about what part of the window the mouse cursor is currently

over. Once gathered all the mouse information, a statistical procedure is applied in order to

build the user behaviour; this behaviour help us to re-authenticate the user every

determined period of time, with a low computational cost, coveríng attack scenarios like

non-attended computer with an open session and stolen passwords. By building the user

behaviour with mouse information, the use of expensive hardware is avoided, and in

certain way the mouse data is easily obtained through the user interaction with the pc,

besides we are assured that mouse-based behaviour of the user can't be imitated by other

users.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Summary

lt will be explained the problem description, the thesis objective, as weil as the followed

process to achieve it.



Introduction

1.1. Problem description

ln the recent years security has become one of the most important issues for computer

systems, since it is necessary to maintain privacy, integrity and availability of the

computational resources. ln order to reach this, a security system has to involve three

concepts: prevention, detection and reaction. This work is focused on the detection phase,

particularly on one of the most complicated kind of attack, the masquerade attack

[SCHONLAU01], since most of the cases the attackers are employees of high levéis of

trust [GRANDVAUX04]; the masquerade attack by itself is a serious form of computer

abuse, moreover it can be used as an initial point to perpétrate other attacks, therefore

methods for user authentication should be reinforced.

The methods used for verifying the authenticity of the users have several disadvantages

such as the passwords which can be easily violated by brutal forcé attacks or guessed in

the case of weak passwords; other security devices that perform similar functions are the

smart cards or USB keys, which have the disadvantage of being forgotten by the users or

they can be stolen for later intrusions; the biometric approach based on physical or

biological characteristics is usually expensive and enterprises need to buy specialized

hardware and software, which frequently have a high cost, examples of this kind of

biometrics are: DNA [CUNNINGHAM01], Infrared thermogram (facial or hand vein)

[SOCOLINSKY03], characteristic odor [KOROTKAYA03], ear shape [SCHNEIER04], hand

geometry [WONG03], finger prints [MAIO02], face recognition [PHILIPS02], iris recognition

[DAUGMAN04], etc. (other biometrics can be found in [DELAC04] and [JAIN04]); another

kind of biometrics is the behavioural that is based on behaviour characteristics of the

persons, which are very complex to model and distinguish among all the users; examples

of this behavioural biometric are the signature[GUPTA97], gait [NIXON04], keystroke

dynamics [ENZHE04] and mouse movements [PUSARA04], among others.

1.2. Thesis objective

The main objective of this work is to develop a method to authenticate the users, through

the free interaction of the user with the computer systems in order to reduce the

masquerade attack; therefore this method should be able to re-authenticate the users

every determined period of time with the following characteristics:
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Introduction

lt should run in the background to provide a transparent authentication.

lt should be enough light with the intention of avoiding interference with the user

activities.

The data source to identify the user has to be irrelevant in order to protect the

user privacy and it also ought to be easily acquired.

lt must consider the changes of the user behaviour caused by variations on the

environment.

Briefly it will be described the followed process to accomplish the user authentication

based on the characteristic described above, and that will be detailed in the next chapters:

A revisión of the user authentication methods and a classifícation by the data source used

to profile the user were done. After a detailed analysis of these data sources, the mouse

device was selected as data source; next mouse data was collected in order to be

analyzed with the intention of building the user behaviour; afterwards an architecture of a

user authentication system was implemented taking into consideraron a feedback loop

that provides updated user behaviours; finally an evaluation of our approach was made,

that it will be discussed in the last chapters.

The thesis is structured as follows: chapter 2 discusses the state of the art; chapter 3

presents the analysis of the mouse data for the construction of the user behaviour; chapter

4 refers to the system architecture; chapter 5 presents an empirical evaluation of the

proposal, and finally in the chapter 6 there are some concluding remarks, a comparison

with related work, and the future work.
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Chapter 2 Authentication Approaches

Summary

The purpose of this chapter is to give a description of the state of the art of user

authentication; to reach this, it will be explained and discussed several researches which

attempt to implement the user authentication using the active model or the passive model.
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2.1. Introduction

Given the importance nowadays of the security issues, it has to be characterized what can

be considered as security threat and how many kinds of attackers are, in order to define

strategies to protect our systems.

2.1.1. Security Threats

The attackers are responsible for security threats. A threat is anything that can disrupt the

operation, functioning, integrity, availability and dependability of a system [CANAVANOO].

There are two general categories where attackers can be grouped [GRANDVAUX04]:

• External attackers.

• Intemal attackers.

2.1.2. External Attackers

An external attacker can be seen as someone who tries to bypass the firewall of a

company or to exploit vulnerabilities in the web server; however an external attacker can

also make use of the social engineering. The social engineering is a set of methods to

manipúlate people from outside the organization through the telephone, email, etc., based

on how is structured the request; therefore nowadays is crucial for the companies to

establish a set of security policies to prevent social engineering. Details of social

engineering awareness can be found in [GRANDVAUX04].

2.1.3. Internal Attackers

Intemal attackers are more difficult to detect, because in most cases the intemal attackers

are employees of high levéis of trust [GRANDVAUX04] and it may be hard to distinguish

whether they are using company's resources legitimately or illegitimately. Given the

complexity of the problem, one way to solve it or at least to attenuate this problem, is

authenticating the users, reducing the attacks such as: a user masquerading another user,

in cases of disregarded computers with open sessions, stolen passwords, brutal forcé

attacks to determine the passwords, or another different type of attacks which could be

perpetrated once the attacker obtains access to the system.
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2.1.4. Intrusión Detection

With the purpose of defining "intrusión detection" it has to be defined what an intrusión is,

in general terms an "intrusión'1 can be defined as an unauthorized attempt or achievement

to access, alter, render unavailable, destroy information on a system or the system itself.

Therefore "intrusión detection" is the art of detecting unauthorized, inappropriate, or

anomalous activities.

2.1.5 Intrusión Detection Systems

There are many security solutions that can be considered as prevention such as: antivirus

[NORTON06], cryptography [RIVEST78], firewalls [TMF06], etc., however there's

generally no detection, and there's almost never any reaction against intruders, due to

that, a relatively new technology has emerged called Intrusión Detection Systems (IDS).

These IDSs are the last line of defense against attacks, behind network security and

secure program design. One essential feature of IDSs is the ability to detect attacks either

intemal or external and react in opposition to them.

According to [HAKANOO] Intrusión Detection Systems can be classified in three categories:

• Network based IDS: runs on the network and monitors all network activity. lt

usually employs a dedicated network server for monitoring and analyzing all traffic

in real-time as it travels across the network, but this kind of IDS usually suffers from

scalability problems and tends to be a bottle neck when encrypted communication

is used. Some examples of this category are GrDIS [STANIFORD96], Bro

[BRO06], and NetRanger [CISCO06].

• Host based IDS: resides on the host analyzing data from system logs and is

capable of automatically monitoring and denying services if suspicious activity is

detected; however most of the network based attacks can't be detected. An

implementation can be found in Ref. [DITYAN03].

• Application based IDS: this is based on monitoring events from particular

applications; it usually gathers data from system calis made by applications.

Examples of application based IDS are [GHOSH99], [KUMAR04], and [MARIN01].
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The one more suitable for user authentication can be the host based approach since it

resides on the host allowing the extraction of the data to profile the users; consequently it

is convenient to use the anomaly detection approach, which builds a normal behaviour,

and anything that significantly deviates from the "normal model" arise an intrusión alarm;

works like [LANE97] and [GHOSH99] make use of the anomaly detection approach to

detect anomalous activities.

The performance of the IDSs is measured by the anomaly detection rates which are

described below:

• The False Positive Rate (FPR): total number of false positives divided by the total

number of valid instances.

• The False Negative Rate (FNR): total number of false negatives divided by the total

number of real attacks.

2.1.6. Authentication Models

ln order to authenticate the users there are two different models:

• Active Authentication: it consists in one time authentication, usually in the

beginning of the sessions where the user must follow certain predefíned steps in

order to obtain a specific pattern to be compared with previous patterns of the

current user. Examples of this approach are: passwords, keystrokes dynamics

[MONROSE00], and physical/biological biometrics [DELAC04].

• Passive Authentication: the passive authentication model can be considered as a

special kind of IDS, since detects when an intruder has logged in; this is done in

the following way: the user freely interacts with the system and every determined

period of time the user is re-authenticated without any predefíned steps. This kind

of authentication permits to hide the re-authentication process and covers more

attacks scenarios. The passive authentication can be implemented using several

data sources such as: application/command usage [LANE97], event log data

[DENNING87], content in the title bar [GOLDRING03], mouse dynamics

[PUSARA04], among others.

7
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2.2. Active Authentication Approaches.

This kind of authentication is probably the most broadly used. ln the next sections will be

described some implementations of this approach.

2.2.1. Password

One of the active authentication methods mostly used is the password, however this is the

weakest manner of user authentication, for the reason that the majority of the users select

weak passwords like important dates, ñames or dictionary words that can be easily

guessed or violated by brutal forcé attacks; nevertheless the password approach can be

reinforced with the use of keystroke dynamics, as we'll see in the next section.

2.2.2. Keystroke Dynamics

lt has been proved that every person has a unique typing rhythm [GAINES80]. With the

aim of identifying these unique characteristics there are many metrics which are used such

as: the key press duration, keystroke speed, even whether the user has pressed a key

without have released the prior key, another feature utilized is the pressure applied to a

key, when this is supported by the keyboard.

The keystroke dynamics is usually utilized as a reinforcement mechanism of the password

like in [BIOPASSWORD06], nevertheless the majority of the experiments presented in the

papers, the user's passwords are quite simple [JOO06] enabling the users the quick typing

of them; however the establishment of good passwords normally involves capital letters,

numbers, even punctuation; then when a strong password is assigned to the users, it

begins a learning process, and this learning process is at the same time of the enrollment

phase in the keystroke dynamics system; after that, the users begin to improve their typing

speed of the password and therefore they modify their patterns, getting false rejection in

the authentication system. More detailed information can be found in [ENZHE04].

2.2.3. Physical/Biological Biometrics

A physical/biological biometric system is based on pattern-recognition of some

characteristics that persons possess, which make them distinguishable among all the

persons. This biometric system is accompanied of special devices which extract the

features of each person, and then the features are stored in a datábase for its later

comparison in the verification process. There are many biological/physical biometrics such

8
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as: characteristic odor [KOROTKAYA03], ear shape [SCHNEIER04], hand geometry

[WONG03], finger print [MAIO02], face recognition [PHILIPS02], iris recognition

[DAUGMAN04], DNA [CUNNINGHAM01], etc., most of them are very precise; however the

necessary hardware generally has a high cost, and in some cases not all the users are

allowed to register because they suffered an accident in their body, modifying their

features or disabling the possibility of the enrollment; in other cases like the DNA which is

high distinctive, nowadays is not a quick process. A more detailed description of the

physical biometrics as weil as a comparison of the different physical biometrics can be

found in [DELAC04 and ANIL04].

2.2.4. Mouse Signature

The use of the mouse-based signature has its basis on the premise that the hand

signature has been weil accepted in govemment, legal and commercial processes as a

method of verification; therefore a mouse-based signature could be weil accepted. One of

the drawbacks of this approach is the acceptance of the users, because this technique is

relatively slow compared with keystroke dynamics, and also some users could present

some difficulties writing with the mouse, that is not frequently done. Studies presented in

[HANSHENG05, ROSS03 and KALEZHI04] give a complete description of this approach.

2.2.5. Mouse Movements

Studies made in [GAMBOA03 and GAMBOA04] establish a user authentication process by

completing a matching memory game using the mouse device, while the mouse

movements are being monitored and analyzed. The features extracted are the jitter,

pauses in motion, velocity, angles, as weil as mean and standard deviation to get a 63

dimensional feature vector. Given the characteristics of the game, the users are invited to

follow a set of points or cards where they must click in certain order, implying the active

authentication model. The results obtained in their experiments were very good, however

the time required in order to authenticate the users was large, resulting in a non-practical

solution for the user authentication at least in the active authentication model.

2.3. Passive Authentication Approaches.

The active authentication precedes the passive authentication, being the passive

authentication the most complicated since is established in a completely dynamical

environment. Most of the implementations of passive authentication are based in the user

9
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profiling, taking into account various data sources of the user interaction. ln this section will

be explained some researches of the passive authentication method, making emphasis in

the mouse dynamics, since the user authentication via the mouse dynamics is part of our

proposal.

2.3.1. Network User Profiling

The users can be profiled through their network activities, which involve the used

application (web, ftp, telnet, etc.), accessed servers, and also the amount of transferred

data; all this information is analyzed to build the user profile. Researches such as

[MARCHETTE99] use a statistical method to profile the users, however the behaviour of

the users based on accessed servers is highly unstable, because it highly depends of the

user activities and not in the characteristics of the user; another drawback could be that

the users are not forced to used the network in order to be authenticated, for the reason

that not all their actions involve the network, disabling the user authentication process.

2.3.2. Audit Data

The first intrusión detection systems were based on audit data generated by the users

[DENNING87], in this approach are analyzed the login, session activity, command and

program execution and the file access activity; this information is obtained from the

system's log records, then a model is constructed, that contains the behaviour of subjects

with respect to objects in terms of statistical models and metrics such as event counters,

interval timers, and resource measures; the statistical models utilized were: the

operational, mean and standard deviation, multivariate, markov process, and time series.

A more recent work is presented [YE01], that basically used the same data sources than

[DENNING87] but introducing the frequency property, the duration property, and the

ordering property of the events recorded in the system's audit data; using a probabilistic

method they could detect with more precisión intrusión detection behaviours.

Unfortunately, given the complexity of the current operative systems, the majority of the

system's audit data are not directly generated by the user, this is that it can establish a

normal behaviour of the system, but it can't define the behaviour of the users, at least not

enough to authenticate them.

10
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2.3.3. System Usage

ln order to measure the system usage there is a variety of features that can be extracted

such as: process numbers, memory and disk information, paging rates, disk space free,

etc. The work presented in [BURGESS01] represents this data as a time series,

measuring its entropy which is a numerical indication of the variations of the signal and it

also suggests the form of the distribution of the data about the mean. They also showed

that the entropy always increases until a steady state is reached. The periodicity of the

data taken in their experiments was daily and weekly, being this the main drawback of this

approach, since the required time to authenticate the users is extremely large; therefore to

measure the system normality can't be efficiently used to authenticate the users.

2.3.4. Command Usage

The command usage approach argües that there is a set of commands/aliases which are

commonly used by the users during their normal activities; monitoring these command

executions and their order, the user behaviour can be built, once constructed it can be

determined if an intruder is trying to impersonate a legitímate user. Many researches have

proved the consistency of the command usage [SCHONLAU01, MAXION04]. The

command usage was probably one of the approaches more utilized for profiling users,

since many of the operative systems were command line based, although the command-

line is still utilized by the users, most of the operative systems are migrating or already

have graphical user interfaces to configure and use the system, becoming the command

usage an outdated approach.

2.3.5. Content in the Title Bar

The content in the title bar approach is the adaptation that suffers the command usage,

since almost all the operative system already have migrated to graphical user interfaces.

The use of approaches like application usage don't provide enough information to

authenticate users, then analyzing the content in the windows title bar gives more details

of the user. The content in the title bar approach is broadly studied in [GOLDRING03].

Some of the features extracted from the title bar are the following:

• Time between windows.

• Time between new windows.

• Number of open windows at the same time.

11
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• Amount of time of the open windows.

• Number of words in the title bar.

Unfortunately the performance of this approach hasn't been widely proved yet.

2.3.6. Keystroke Dynamics

The keystroke dynamics approach can be applied in both models active [ENZHE04] or

passive [AHMED05]; however for the passive model the construction of digraphs/trigraphs

that hold the relations between consecutive letters typed is necessary; therefore when free

text is analyzed the size of the digraphs/trigraphs tends to be very large, moreover the

amount of data necessary to genérate the graphs is also considerable large, with a high

computational cost of the graphs generations. ln [AHMED05] they used a key oriented

neural network to simúlate user keystroke dynamics with reference to other

digraphs/trigraphs previously generated, approximating the valúes of different

digraphs/trigraphs based in the locations of the keys with reference to each other, aiming

to speed up the enrollment phase of the users; this reduces the number of data necessary

but increases the computational cost. Other work that studies the keystroke dynamics

using free text is described in [HOCKET04] here the authors take into consideration the

pressure applied to the keys. The big disadvantage of this approach is the necessity of a

keyboard that supports to measure the key pressure. The above works don't consider that

the variability of the features is higher than in the active model, because during a user's

sessions the speed of the typing can be easily affected by externáis and intemal

distractions, externáis such as when the user is holding a cup of coffee with one hand and

typing with the other or typing in different positíons than the usual, and intemal such as

when the user is tired after a long joumey, among other distractions.

2.3.7. Mouse Dynamics

The same as keystroke dynamics, mouse dynamics can be applied in both models active

and passive. ln the section about mouse dynamics of the work presented in [HOCKET04],

the authors studied whether the users can be authenticated based on their usual

interactions with the computer mouse using a statistical approach. According to their

results the information provided by the mouse wasn't enough to authenticate the users.

Other work that attempts to establish an authentication process using the mouse dynamics

is described in [HASHIA05], the strategy followed by them is described next: first, they

12
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group the mouse coordinates recorded from the user interaction into dense regions;

second, the regions are covered by a convex polygon being obtained all the regions where

the cursor mouse moves most of the time, calling them states: finally they find the

probability of the transitions from one state to other, using Hidden Markov Models;

however they couldn't perform a correct authentication process. ln the study described in

[PUSARA04], they extract raw features such as: distance, angle, time and speed; and

extracted features such as: mean, standard deviation and third moment of all the raw

features; they also consider the mouse wheel, No-client moves, single click and double

dick; gathering all these characteristics they obtained 111 features; then they apply a

supervised learning method (decisión tree classifier) to discrimínate among k users, using

a smoothing filter overlapping the frequency of the mouse data points with the objective of

reducing the false alarms; however given their results, they pointed out that analyzing

mouse movements alone is not sufficient for a stand alone user re-authentication system.

Following a similar approach is [AHMED05], here the mouse actions are classified in four

categories: mouse movement drag and drop, point and click, and silence; then for each

category is extracted features such as: mean and standard deviation; once that all the

features were extracted, a statistical method is applied to profile the users, combining the

mouse dynamics with the keystrokes dynamics. The results of their experiments were

good; nonetheless the required amount of data to enroll the users was very large, since

their approach is based on a key oriented neural network, which increases the required

time in the enrollment phase and the computational cost in the training phase, resulting in

an impractical registration of new users in the system.

2.4. Discussion

Both the active and the passive authentication model are required to implement a user

authentication system, even with all the security measures we can not stop the intemal

attacks at all, but with a complete authentication system we can decrease its frequency. lt

has been already analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of the approaches of the

active and passive model authentication; however one important element that most of the

approaches don't consider is the user privacy, here is where many of the previously

described approaches fail; network data, system log data, content in the title bar and

keystroke dynamics are examples of data sources which infringe the user's privacy. Then

it has to be considered the privacy issues, therefore the selection of a data source such as

mouse data that protect the user privacy is a good option. The majority of the passive
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authentication approaches are behaviour-based and don't contémplate the variations of

the user behaviour through the time or by lights modifications in the environment, then a

feedback mechanism is required, with the function of updating the user behaviour,

maintaining as low as it is possible the anomaly detection rates. Another common

drawback is the large amount of data required to profile the users increasing the

computational cost and the enrollment time.
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Chapter 3 Mouse Data Analysis

Summary

This chapter describes the followed process to identify the features that model the user

behaviour, recognizing the permanency of the features through different sessions and also

the variability of the same feature among the users.
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3.1. Introduction

The analyzed data was taken from two sessions, participating 14 users; the first session

had as main objective to collect data of the users from only one application with the

intention of identifying features that will help to model the user behaviour; the second

session had as objective to collect data coming from different applications to observe

possible differences of the user behaviour according to the application; as a result of the

analysis 5 categories of mouse data emerged, which were distinctive for each user and

permanent through the user sessions.

3.2. Feature Identification

The followed process to identify the features was merely graphical and statistical using

basic statistics such as mean, standard deviation and percentages.

3.2.1. Mouse data collection

ln the first collection session the users used the same mouse device, with the aim of

eliminating any kind of noise that could alter the user behaviour; afterwards it was asked to

the users to use Microsoft Windows and Internet Explorer for the time that takes to record

20,000 mouse points every 50 milliseconds, recording mouse points only when the user

moved the mouse. The time interval corresponds to the balance between significance of

the mouse data and the computational cost produced by its computation. ln the second

collection session the users were working on their normal activities recording mouse points

from different applications which demand different efforts to the users and therefore

changes in their behaviour appeared. ln both sessions it was also stored all the mouse

events generated by the mouse wheels and mouse clicks.

3.2.2. Mouse position

According to the information extracted from the collected data, it could identify the

permanency of the mean and the standard deviation of the mouse coordinates. As we can

see in the figure 3.1, there is a comparison between two users in five sessions, it also

illustrates a strong permanency of the features of the user 2; nevertheless the user 1

presents more variations in his valúes, giving evidence for believing that not all the users

have a consistency in all the features, being this a fundamental part of the extraction of the

user behaviour, where some users are consistent in some features, others don't.
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ln addition we develop a new strategy to help the user authentication based on the

identification of the regions where the user makes more mouse movements; as is shown in

the fig. 3.2 the distribution of the mouse data points is extremely different among all the

users, it could also identify the permanency of these distributions through the user

sessions, from here it was extracted 48 features, dividing the mouse data point distribution

in a 6x8 grid as is shown in the fig. 3.3, afterwards is computed the percentage of the

mouse data points per cell.

-Session 1

-Session 2

Session 3

- Session 4

-Session 5

Figure 3.1 . Mean and standard deviation of the mouse coordinates

9 10 11 12 13

Figure 3.2. Mouse point distribution of each user.

14
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Figure 3.3. Mouse data point distribution divided by a 6x8 grid.

From the above detected features it can be indirectly measured the usage of the GUIs, for

example whether the users are working with small windows which usually don't maximize,

where they place their windows, or whether the users likes to work with maximized

windows. lf only the mouse data points from the desktop are measured, it can be extracted

the use of the beginning menú, task bar and the quick start bar, even whether the user

utilizes the Alt+Tab hotkey to change between windows or whether the user prefers to

select the window from the task bar. The advantages of applying an application approach

are evident.

3.2.3. Hit test code percentages

The hit test code provide important information of the usage of the GUIs, for example it

gives information about what part of the window the mouse cursor is currently over. There

are 23 hit test codes but only 12 of them are enough frequent to provide significant

information. The hit test codes taken into account are described in the table 3.1:

Code number Description

1 Mouse cursor in the border of a window that does not have a sizing
border.

5 ln a title bar.

6 ln a client área.

7 ln a dose button.

8 On the screen background or on a dividing line between windows (same

as HTNOWHERE, except that the DefWindowProc function produces a

system beep to indicate an error.

11 ln a horizontal scroll bar.
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13 ln a menú.

14 ln maximize button.

15 ln minimize button.

16 On the screen background or on a dividing line between windows.

19 ln the upper horizontal border of a window.

23 ln the vertical scroll bar.

Table 3.1. Considered hit test codes.

Taking into account the hit test codes are measured the usage of the scroll bars, system

menú, minimize, maximize, restore actions, even whether the user prefers to utilize the

dose button from the system menú or the Alt-F4 hotkey. The figure 3.4 shows the

averages valúes of the hit test codes of five sessions of two users, we can easily observe

two valúes which are pretty different, the case of the HTC 5 and HTC 16, although the

other valúes are pretty similar and the majority of the valúes are dose to zero, being

evidence of the use of the hot-keys.
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Figure 3.4. Hit test codes comparison

3.2.4. Mouse clicks

The mouse clicks can be classified as single or double, in this work only single clicks are

considered, since the double clicks are a combination of the single clicks; now a single

click can be performed using different buttons (left and right) and it has normally different
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duration depending on the button pressed and it's maintained for each user through

different sessions. Given the variety of the clicks duration, the mouse clicks were divided in

5 groups of click duration for each button, from 0 to 100, 100 to 200, 200 to 300, 300 to

400, and bigger than 400 ms. The majority of the applications have the option of popup

menus, and the use of these menus is another feature to distinguish the users; the users

normally invoke this menus with the right click, then the percentage of the use of the right

click should be measured. ln the figure 3.5 we can see the left click duration of two users,

here the user 2 tends to do quick clicks and the user 1 doesn't make clicks from 200 to

400 ms; these characteristics are maintained through 5 sessions, however the fourth

session is abnormal in both users. This could be due to external and intemal influences of

the environment which could modify the user behaviour, then sometimes is normal to have

this variations. lt was also noticed that the duration of the mouse clicks varies depending

on the activity performed by the user, which is linked to the application; at the end of this

chapter a comparison of the use of different applications by the same user will be

presented.

• Session 1

■ Session 2

Session 3

• Session 4

• Session 5

Figure 3.5. Left click duration comparison

3.2.5. Movement distance

The mean of the movement distance is maintained through different sessions and it is also

different for each user; however the same as the click duration, the movement distance

could be grouped in 4 categories according to its distance, from 0 to 5, 5 to 20, 20 to 100

and bigger than 100 pixels; similar to the other features the movement distance is strongly
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linked to the application, since some GUIs have tool bars with small buttons and others

have big buttons, resulting in smaller or bigger mouse movements depending on the

application. The figure 3.6 shows the consistency of the movement distance through the

sessions and it also shows the differences between the users.
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■ Session 5

Figure 3.6. Movement distance duration comparison

3.2.6. Wavering

When we move the mouse we usually make curves or waves in our movements, because

we dont normally move the mouse in straight line, from this, the altitude of the curve

(wave) is extraded. Contrary to [HASHIA05 and PUSARA04] who consider the angle of

the movement taking into consideration positive and negative angles according to the

diredion of the wave, however according to the analysis to the data of the 14 users the

angle of the curve is maintained in both diredions and the percentages of the negative and

positives curves are completely arbitrary, therefore only the altitude of curve is considered.

ln the figure 3.7 we could see that the user 2 does more wavering in his movements than

the user one, with exception of the session one, which has a high variation.
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Figure 3.7. Wavering comparison

3.2.7. Feature vector

The followed process to deted the above feature categories was merely statistical and

graphical in order to identify relations between the features and their permanency through

different sessions; as a result of this process, a set of 81 features were identified, which

were the only significant ones according to our study. A set of these feature vedors will be

part of the user behaviour, one feature vedor per application since the behaviour of the

user changes according to it; this will be discussed in the next sedion.

ln the next chapters, the corred seledion of the 81 features will be demonstrated by

making an empirical evaluation, using several window sizes (number of points) in the

construdion of the feature vedors demonstrating the feasibility of the extraded features

and identifying the corred window size for each user.

3.3. Feature vector from an application perspective

lt was already shown the consistency of the features through the different sessions of the

users in the past sedions, nevertheless as it was mentioned the majority of the features

change according to the application, to show this, the data colleded in the second

sessions will be analyzed; for purposes of the explanation l'll only present the analysis of

the behaviour of two users in six different applications with dissimilar fundions and

dimensions of the window. The analyzed applications were: Winamp (media player), MSN
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messenger (chat), Microsoft Word (word processor), Internet Explorer (web navigator),

JCreator (a java programming tool), Explorer (includes the Desktop and all the windows

which show file information); as we can see, there is a variety of applications which require

different efforts of the users, and it also have different arrangement of components of the

window. I'm not going to analyze features which are obviously related to the application

such as mouse points per región or mean and standard deviation of the mouse

coordinates, therefore I will analyze features such as hit test codes, movement distance,

and dick durations.

The next graphs show the valúes of the features with the corresponding application. The

valúes of the features were extraded using a window size of 4000 mouse points with the

objedive of enhandng the differences in the behaviour of the users; in each graph are

presented 5 or 4 features for making clearer graphs.

User 1 User 2

«ramp msnmsgr «mori «ptorer jcralor oploref wramp msnmsg «mrad «xplarer jaeía «plora

Figure 3.8. Application usage comparison 1/10 Figure 3.9. Application usage comparison 2/1 0

As the figures 3.8 and 3.9 show, the series of the feature 3 (mean distance between

consecutive points) show big differences between the users, let's observe the valué of the

winword application, here the user 1 makes bigger movements than the user 2

nevertheless they are using the same application. The graphs clearly show that the

features in some cases are very different depending on the application as example the

valué of the feature 3 of the application Winword and Internet Explorer of the user 1;

however the feature 7 (movements of size bigger than 100 pixels) is highly stable in both

users, though we cannot establish that all the users hold this, for example the feature 4
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(Movement Size 0 < Distance <= 5 pixels %) is stable in the graph of the user 2, but this

relation is not held in the graph of the user 1, then some users hold certain features in all

the applications o some don't.

User 1 User 2

(17, 1

Figure 3.10. Application usage comparison 3/1 0 Figure 3.1 1 . Application usage comparison 4/1 0

ln the figure 3.10 and 3.11 the features corresponding to left click durations are analyzed,

despite these features could seem stable through all the application, the graphs show that

vary depending on the applications; this is evidence of the strong link between the mouse

dick and the charaderistics of the applications, for example in the graph of the user 1 the

JCreator application receives the lowest percentages of quick clicks since feature 8

correspond to: Left Click Duration 0 < duration <= 100 milliseconds %, this could be due to

a relation in the level of concentration of the user during his programming adivities and the

dick of the mouse.

ln the figures from 3.12 to 3.17 are presented the valúes of the remaining features per

application, just to ¡Ilústrate that the variations of the features in the different applications is

considerable distindive in the majority of the cases. As you will see, almost none of the

features remain stables through the six applications in both users, giving more evidences

of the shown changes by the users according to the application.
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The above graphs ¡Ilústrate that the majority of the features change depending on the

applications, due to the different design of the GUIs and the effort required by the users.

3.4. Definition ofthe user behaviour

According to the past sedion an 81 dimensional vedor can be extraded:

V
= {X1i X2, ... t8i}

Where:

•
\jr is the feature vedor.

• t¡ represents the feature i

for 1 s i s 81 and t¡ G 91 1 0 á X, s 1

However the majority of the features vary depending on the application as was shown

above; consequently the user behaviour is defined as follows:

r = ÍV1, W2, ... Vn}

Where:

• r is the user behaviour.

• n represents the number of the applications existent in the operative system.

• \|/| is the user behaviour for a determined i application.

Later it will be explained the construction and detedion of this behaviour.

3.5. Conclusions

As a result of the mouse data analysis 81 features were extraded of the interadion of the

user with the mouse device. lt was shown the permanency of the features through the

different sessions and also the distindiveness of each feature among the users. This

chapter also confirmed that the 81 dimensional vedor is widely affected by the application,
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being necessary to measure all these changes, which will produce detailed user

behaviours, subsequently the application approach is necessary to authenticate the users.

ln later chapters will be demonstrated the corred seledion of the 81 features, making an

empirical evaluation, using several window sizes (number of points) in the construdion of

the feature vedors demonstrating the feasibility of the extraded features and identifying

the corred window size for each user. lt also will be explained the architedure of the user

authentication system.
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Chapter 4 Detector Architecture

Summary

The aim of this chapter is to present the architedure of the user authentication system,

explaining in detail the fundions of every component of the architedure as weil as the

relations among them.
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4.1. Introduction

The architedure of a user authentication system should be light, since the system ought to

re-authenticate the users every certain period of time or number of mouse points. ln

addition the processing algorithms should be fast in order to low the computational cost

and avoid interfering with the normal adivities of the users; additionally there should be a

feedback process that update the user behaviour, due to the progressive adaptation of the

users to the computer applications. The design of the architedure was provided with

components with the mentioned characteristics above, and also a feedback loop was

established to update the user behaviour. ln the rest of the chapter will be explained the

system architedure in detail.

4.2. Main architecture

The figure 4.1 depids the system architedure that consists of six components and a

datábase module; it also shows the existent relations among the components. lt is

necessary to mention the possibility of deploying this architedure as a host-based

application where all the component are in the proteded host, or it can be also deployed

as a client-server application where the mouse sensor and the feature extradion unit are

in the proteded computer and the remaining components in the server. ln the next

subsedions will be described de fundions of each component and also the feedback loop

conformed by the behaviour update unit and the behaviour construction unit with the

intervention of the datábase module.

INHIBITOR/REPORTING

UNn

BEHAVIOUR

UPDATE

UNÍT

FEATURE

I EXTRACTION
UNIT

EVALUATOR

UNn
DATABASE

BEHAVIOUR

_J CONSTRUCTION

\ UNIT

t

Figure 4.1. System architecture
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4.2.1. Mouse sensor

The mouse sensor obtains the following information from the user interadion: cursor

position, hit test codes, click events (double click, left, médium, and right click), mouse

wheel events, the adive application and the time; all the information is written on a file,

with the following format:

0.630 0.633 10000000000 winhlp32.exe 7971

0.629 0.633 10000000000 winhlp32.exe 7972

0.629 0.633 11000000000 winhlp32.exe 7973

L 0.629 0.633 94 winhlp32.exe 7973

Figure 4.2. Example of mouse data

The mouse sensor participates in the enrollment phase as weil as the verification phase.

The main objedive of the enrollment phase consists in the registration of the user in the

system, and the verification phase consists in a continuous monitoring of the user's

interadion via the computer mouse with the GUIs in order to evalúate the colleded data

and emit a judgement of authorized or non-authorized user. The mouse sensor in both

phases collect the data either to construd the user behaviour or to evalúate the colleded

data.

4.2.2. Feature extraction unit

As weil as the mouse sensor, the feature extraction unit participates in both phases, the

fundion of the unit is to extract from the raw data the 81 features previously identified in

the data analysis. Basically it makes use of the basic statistics such as the mean, standard

deviation and percentages.

4.2.3. Behaviour construction unit

The behaviour of each user is unique and complex and some of them have certain

characteristics that make them identifiable; these characteristics need different times or in

our case different number of mouse points in order to be identifiable; therefore is

necessary to make a search taking into account different windows sizes (number of data

points) to créate the features vedors, with the intention of identifying the users in the

shortest time; once the different feature vedors were extraded from the data windows, it is

randomly seleded a determined number of feature vedors for each application, with the
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objedive of observing the users at different times of their interadion with the system,

capturing variations in the behaviour. Once we have these vedors, a classifier can be

trained in order to identify the user behaviour on every different application of the system.

The seledion of the window size is determined by evaluating the remaining feature vedor

of each application calculating its False Positive Rate (FPR) which is represented by the

total number of false positives (valid feature vedors classified as invalids) divided by the

total number of valid sessions; this rate give us the level of solidity of the determined

behaviour. ln this work the one-dass machine learning approach is used, since it is only

necessary to valídate one user and everything outside of that user will be rejected as

intruder. The seledion of one-dass machine learning corresponds to its advantages such

as: less data collection, independent training, fast training and testing, and its

decentralized management.

As we could see in the data analysis chapter some users maintain certain features more

than others, according to this level of consistency, is the degree of the significance of the

feature; however the 81 features are not equally significant for all users, for example some

users maintain a constant speed of the mouse movements and some users don't, then we

need to determine what features are significant for each user but taking into consideration

the remaining features although with less valué. The preceding idea suggested to design a

one class classifier called One-Class Statistic Classifier (OCSC) which is capable of

seleding the most significant features of the user, and to determine a confidence range for

that features, assigning a penalty valué depending on their level of significance with the

objedive of evaluating new cases and generating a penalty valué, that will be compared

with a predefíned threshold to determine whether it belongs to the user or not.

The OCSC has three phases: the training phase where the user behaviour is modelled;

the evaluation phase where new cases are classified as valid users or intruders, and the

third phase that consists in the threshold adjustment for the evaluation phase. ln this

sedion will be explained the first and third phase, which are the phases involved in the

behaviour construction.

Training phase: this phase receives as input a set of training vedors which will be used to

model the user behaviour in one application, that will be represented by a set of ranges,
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one range per feature of the user behaviour; next it will be described in detail the training

phase:

Input:

• The set of training vedors F={u,, u2, u3, .... uN)

Where:

• up{Uii,Ui2, ui3, .... Uiom} where u¡j e 5R | Oá u( si

• N: number of training vedors

• Dim: number of features of the user behaviour

The objedive of this phase is to compute the set of ranges R denoted as follows:

R = {range!, range2 range0m}

Where:

range is a 7-tuple (id, m, s, p, sf, inf, sup)

id: Feature identifier

m: Mean of the feature

s: Standard deviation of the feature

p: Penalty (valué assigned to qualify inputs)

sf. Spread fador (how spread are the valúes)

inf. Inferior limit of the confidence range

sup: Superior limit of the confidence range

Now to compute each range 4 steps have to be done for every k = 1, 2, ..., Dim, one per

each feature:

1 . Computation of the mean and the standard deviation:

range.mk= Mean ¿\ u¡k &

range.sk= StdDeJ ]T" u^ j

2. Computation of the spread fador: the spread fador represents how much the data is

spread in each feature; this is computed in the following way
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range.sfk =
-

f s/¡c = 1000 mk
= 0

sfk=100(Sk)/nik n\>0

When mk is equal to 0, the training vedors don't provide enough information to consider

the feature; therefore it is assigned a high valué of spread fador to give it the lowest

penalty valué.

3. Assignation of the penalties: the ranges are sorted by spread fador in ascendant order,

in order to assign the penalty valúes in an easier way; subsequently the valué of the

penalty is assigned in this way:

range.pt-
= Dim-k

By doing this, it is assured that features which are more constant get higher penalty valúes

and features which are inconstant get smaller penalty valúes.

4. Computation of the confidence ranges:

range.infk =

range.mk
-

range.Sk

range.supk
=

range.mk + range. sk

These limits provide a confidence range so as to fadlitate the evaluation of new cases. As

final step we sort the R set by feature identifier in ascendant order.

Output: R - Set of ranges

The above output contains the user behaviour as weil as the confidence ranges for each

feature giving the basis to evalúate new cases, as it will be explained in the evaluation

unit.

Threshold adjustment: the procedure to set the threshold can be separated in 3 parts:

a) Once caículated the ranges in the training phase of the OCSC, the training cases

have to be tested in the evaluation phase, in order to compute the mean of the
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penalizations obtained from all the training cases. As a result is obtained the

TrainingMean.

tí) Then the testing cases that belong to the target user have to be tested in the

evaluation phase and compute the mean of the penalizations. As a result is

obtained the TestingMean.

c) The TrainingMean don't provide enough error margin to discrimínate the valid user

from intruders because the ranges were computed using those training cases, On

the other hand the TestingMean represents the ideal penalty amount, however it is

necessary to add some error margin, to enlarge the error margin is used the

TraininigMean, therefore the threshold is computed as follows:

Threshold = TrainingMean + TestingMean

The complexity of OCSC in the training phase is Dim*N where Dim is the dimensión of the

feature vedor and N is the number of training cases, and the complexity of the threshold

adjustment phase is linear.

4.2.4. Inhibitor/Reporting unit

This unit can be used to inhibit an intruder closing the session for several minutes or it also

can be used to send a message to the security administrator.

4.2.5. Evaluator unit

The evaluation phase has as main objedive to classify new cases as belonging to the

target user or as intruder, besides giving the resulting penalty valué of the evaluation, in

order to facilítate the threshold adjustment in the third phase of the OCSC. ln this unit the

second phase of the OCSC is located.

The input of this phase is the set of ranges computed in the training phase, the new case

to be classified, besides the threshold, which are denoted as follows:

Input:

• Set R = {range! , range2, . .

, range0ím}
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• Testing vedor v = {vi,v2, v3, ... v0*n}

where v¡ e m | 0 s v, s 1

• Threshold

Next it is verified whether the valué of each feature is between the ranges; if it is, there is

not any penalization, but if it isn't, there is a penalization based on its penalty valué

assigned and in how much it differs from the range, this is computed as follows:

Penalty =

., , _
... v-iDim(range.infk -vk)*range.pk

rf ( Vk < range.infk ) > - — -—— =-*-=- or
*-*='

(range.supk -range.infk)

i/)im(vk -range.supk)*range.pk
if ( vk > range.supk ) J^- (range.supk

-

range. infk )

Now if ( Penalty > Threshold ) then

Result=Intruder else Result=Valid user

Output: Result & Penalty

The Penalty basically represents how much the testing vedor v differs from the behaviour

of the target user, and the Result gives the verdid of the evaluation according to the

Threshold. The complexity of the evaluation phase is linear.

4.2.6. Behaviour update unit

lt is weil known that the obtained features from a behavioural biometric of a person change

through the time; then it is essential to establish a feedback loop that adjusts the user

behaviour.

The feedback loop should be implemented basing us in a record of the penalties received

of the feature vedors of the legitímate user; the proposed procedure is detailed as follows:

1. Store de training vectors utilized to genérate the feature vedor y for each

application i.
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2. Store a list of feature vedors extraded from the user interadion in the verification

phase, let's cali them "interaction vectors" and also store their corresponding

penalty.

3. Every certain number of authentications, it should be computed the mean of the

penalizations.

4. Once computed the mean of the penalizations, it is seleded the interaction vector

that has the nearest penalty valué to the mean. Doing this the user behaviour is

updated with a vedor that represents a normal session of the user and it also

presents a small deviation of the behaviour.

5. Then the oldest element of the training vectors should be deleted and added the

interaction vector seleded and repeat the construction of the user behaviour.

This process should be repeated for each application i.

There isn't any study of the durability of the behaviour of a user, however if the proposed

procedure is utilized every determined number of authentications, given its characteristics,

it assure to seled the corred feature vedor that will corredly update the user behaviour,

no matter how often the behaviour is updated.

One common drawback of the feedback loops is the training of the system by intruders,

which slowly teach the system their behaviour; however as our approach uses a mouse-

based behavioural biometric, these intruders will be deteded in the first session allowing

us the addition of the feedback loop without any security issue.

4.2.7. Datábase

ln the datábase is stored the user behaviour, the window sizes, the training vedors which

conform the user behaviour, and a record of the user authentications with their

corresponding penalties, for each application.
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4.3. Conclusions

The mouse sensor was calibrated with the intention of capturing the necessary amount of

data to compute detailed user behaviours in order to low the computational cost in the

feature extraction unit, as we have already seen it only make use of basic statistics. The

behaviour construction unit with the use of the OCSC seleds the most significant features

of the user behaviour, allowing a meticulous evaluation of the user behaviour in the

evaluator unit that uses a penalty based evaluation. The behaviour update unit probably

makes the most important fundion in order to reduce the anomaly detedion rates and to

extend the validity of the user behaviour, capturing the variation of the behaviour according

to the adaptation or light changes in the environment.

The whole system architedure needs low computational resources to monitor and proted

systems, and it is also very flexible referring to the position of the components, either in the

proteded host or in a client-server approach.
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Chapter 5 Empirical Evaluation

and Results

Summary

This chapter presents an empirical evaluation of our approach with the aim of showing the

feasibility of the 81 features already deteded and it also proves that it is possible to

authenticate the users using mouse data and the usage of the GUIs.
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5.1. Introduction

ln the previous chapters the feature extradion of the mouse data and the behaviour

construdion were analyzed; now in this chapter corresponds to demónstrate the corred

seledion of both procedures, to do this, two experiments will be explained, the first one

utilizing as evaluator the Decisión Tree Classifier (DTC) using a supervised learning

method and the second one using the OCSC. The DTC was seleded as evaluator in the

first experiment for the reason that it makes clearer the classifícation process and

therefore provides a confirmation of the corred seledion of the features, and the OCSC

experiment provides a more pradical solution for the user authentication system.

The mouse data of the experiment was taken from the mouse data colledion session of

the data analysis, partidpating 14 users; in both experiment it was only used data from

one application the Internet Explorer to avoid differences in the user behaviour in different

applications as was shown in the data analysis chapter, therefore the results reached in

these experiments will provide a reliable evaluation of the proposed approach.

5.2. Decisión Tree Classifier Experiment

The dedsion tree classifier is a hierarchically based classifier that has a tree strudure,

where each infernal node denotes a test on an attribute, each branch represents an

outcome of the test, and the leaf nodes denote the classes, an example is shown in the

fig. 5.1.

For elaborating the decisión trees the C5.0/See5 program [QUINLAN05] was used, that is

a widely used decisión tree algorithm.

Figure 5.1. Decisión tree for user #9
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5.2.1. Algorithm description

The C5.0 algorithm utilizes a metric called information gain ratio that measures the

redudion of the entropy in the data produced by a split; each split is determined by

maximizing the redudion in the entropy of each descendant node. This course of adion

continúes until each leaf node doesn't have gain in information or the leaf node only have

elements of one class. To avoid the large decisión trees that over fits the training data, the

tree must be pruned back, this process is called confidence-based pruning. For more

details see [QUINLAN93],

5.2.2. Experiment design

With the purpose of identifying how much time or how many mouse points are required to

re-authenticate users, several experiments were implemented with distind window sizes,

dividing the 20,000 mouse data points in sets of 100, 200, 400, 500, 800, 1000, 1250 and

2000 data points to build the feature vedors; we didn't consider valúes larger than 2000

for the reason that it would take much time to re-authenticate the users, allowing intruders

to get their objedives. Afterwards, we separated them in two groups: the training sets and

testing sets; as a supervised learning approach is used, there are groups of training sets

conformed by data from the valid user and data from the other remaining users labelled as

intruders; this process is repeated with the remaining half with the intention of testing the

dedsion tree classifier. ln the case of the valid user sets, they are conformed by sessions

of different times (beginning, middle and the ending) of the user interadion with the

purpose of building an accurate user behaviour, because when the mouse data was

colleded, certain fatigue in the users was deteded, having as a result modifications in

their behaviours.

5.2.3. Results

As it can be observed in the figure 5.2 most of the users have similar anomaly detedion

rates with the exception of users #7, #13 and #14; this could be due to the necessity of

more data points to re-authenticate them; on the other hand user #12 should have a

particular characteristic that differs from the remaining users. With this empirical evaluation

of the mouse-based behavioural biometric we confirm that it is possible to authenticate the

users based on their mouse interadion with the system and the feasibility of the 81

features which conform the user behaviour.
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Figure 5.2. Decisión tree error and anomaly detedion rates with DTC

One of the objedives of this experiment is to determine what would be the minimum time

to re-authenticate users, the table 5.1. shows how many points were necessary to re-

authenticate users with the minimum error and it also shows the time that take to the users

to genérate the mouse data points; this time was taken with the assumption that when

users start using the pc make more mouse movements, as an intruder would do; therefore

we took the beginning time of the data gathering of each user, even though this time could

vary in different applications or situations.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

800 1000 1000 1250 800 1000 400 2000 1250 1000 1250 2000 1000 1000 1125 |
1-1 6.0 5.2 6.5 35 38 1.6 5.1 4.5 27 30 53 27 3.0 3.9 |

Table 5.1. User's parameters for decisión tree classifier experiment

ln order to optimize the time of the re-authentication the window size should be

personalized for each user, having as a consequence a different time to re-authenticate

them, the average time of the authentication is 3.9 minutes as is shown in the table 5.1 .

The anomaly detedion rates obtained in the experiment were the following: False Positive

Rate (FPR) of 19.10% and False Negative Rate (FNR) of 2.78%. The FPR is unacceptable

high, however it could be reduced using another classifier; concerning to the FNR it is

considered acceptable.
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5.3. One-Class Statistic Classifier Experiment

The one-dass statistic classifier was explained in the previous chapter, this classifier fits

better to the requirements of the user authentication system, it has a low computational

cost and it also provides a decentralized management, being this two advantages the

reasons of its seledion, besides the personalized construdion and evaluation of the user

behaviour.

5.3.1. Algorithm description

The algorithm has three phases: the training phase where the user behaviour is modelled;

the evaluation phase where new cases are tested to see whether a valid user or an

intruder is, and the third phase that consists in the followed process to automatically set

the threshold for the evaluation phase (for more details see chapter 4).

5.3.2. Experiment design

lt was followed a similar design than the decisión tree classifier experiment, diving the

20,000 data points in sets of 100, 200, 400, 500, 800, 1000, 1250 and 2000 to build the

feature vedors, afterwards the vedors were separated in two groups: the training sets and

testing sets; each group is conformed by feature vedors from the beginning, middle and

the ending of the session, in order to capture an accurate user behaviour. The intruder

testing cases are conformed by data from the remaining users. As it is used a one class

classifier, the training sets only consist of feature vedors of the target user, then the

number of training vedors is set in 10 for 100, 200, 400, 500, 800, 1000 mouse data

points, 8 and 5 training vedors for 1250 and 2000 mouse data points respectively.

5.3.3. Results

The figure 5.3 shows the error and the anomaly detedion rates obtained per user, here we

can notice the existence of two exceptional cases, the first case is the user #1 1 that has

the largest false negative rate and the second case is the user #13 with a perfect

classifícation of all the testing cases; we consider the existence of these exceptional cases

as completely normal, since there are users which have several distinguish characteristics

in their behaviour, and others which not; all the remaining users have similar valúes in their

false acceptance/rejedion rates.
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Figure 5.3. Classifícation errors and anomaly detedion rates with OCSC

The table 5.2 shows the parameters obtained for each user in the experiment, here we can

notice an increment in the required time to authenticate the users, and this could be due to

the nature of the one-dass approach that is only trained with feature vedors of the target

user.

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14

1 2000 1000 2000 2000 1250 1250 1000 800 1250 1250 1250 2000 2000 2000 1503.57

1 917 697 723 903 639 594 876 609 528 522 558 985 1 125 848 75171

1 3 6 6.0 7.8 7.4 5.9 48 51 1.4 45 3.2 3.0 5.3 6.7 6.5 5.08

Table 5.2. User's parameters for one-dass statistic classifier experiment

The obtained global anomaly detedion rafes were FPR 2.86% and FNR 10.13%; since a

statistical method is used, a larger window size will result in a smaller error of

classifícation, but it would be useless for intrusión detedion; it is important to notice that

the threshold was automatically adjusted, therefore the obtained behaviour of the users is

more accurate than the anomaly detedion rates refled.

5.4. Conclusions

With this empirical evaluation is confirmed that is possible to authenticate the users based

on their mouse interadion with the system and the usage of the GUIs, and as

consequence the feasibility of the 81 features as weil as the use of the OCSC as main

component of the evaluation unit are proved.
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ln both experiments it was used only information from the Internet Explorer application to

obtain clean results of the anomaly detedion rafes, lt has been explained the presented

behaviour changes by the users according to the used application and the effort of the

activity performed; then we exped similar anomaly detedion rates in other applications,

and since the construction of the user behaviour considers the use of different

applications, this will help to decrease the anomaly detedion rates given that the use of

each application is different for each user, giving more distinguish characteristics.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and

Future Work

Summary

This chapter presents a comparison of the work presented in this thesis and some dose

related works, and it also discusses the conclusions and the future work
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6.1. Related work comparison

lt has been already mentioned the related works, however the two more related to our

work are [PUSARA04] and [AHMED05]. These two works will be explained next, with the

objedive of comparing their results with those presented in this master thesis.

ln [PUSARA04] the user behaviour is constructed using a 1 1 1 dimensional feature vedor;

they also used a smoothing filter overlapping the frequency of the mouse data points

having as a result a high computational cost; another observation is the use of a

supervised learning method, that centralizes the training phase and requires more data;

the anomaly detedion rafes reached by them were FPR 27.5% and FNR 3.06% with an

average time of 4.48 minutes, ln our work we use only 81 features to construd the

behaviour of the user, reducing the computational cost, without using a smoothing filter,

and the addition of the one class classifícation gives many advantages to our work such as

decentralized management, fast training and less data colledion; besides the anomaly

detedion rafes reached in our experiments were better with a similar average time of the

re-authentication.

ln the work described in [AHMED05] a mixture of the mouse dynamics and keystroke

dynamics is proposed, obtaining the following results FPR 1.31% and FNR 0.65%; they

use a key oriented neural network based approach to simúlate keystroke dynamics with

reference to other keys to approximate a digraph/trigraph valué based on other deteded

graphs of the users and the locations of the keys with reference to each other; on the side

of the mouse dynamics they used a statistical method similar to ours, nonetheless the

required amount of data to enroll the users in their system is very large, increasing the

required time in the enrollment phase and the computational cost in the training phase of

the neural network; having as a result an impractical registration of new users in the

system, comparing it to our method using the OCSC that only needs 10 feature vedors to

construct the user behaviour for one application, and with very low computational cost,

taking into account only information coming from the mouse device.

None of the presented related works took into consideration the changes in the user

behaviour due to the adaptation to the systems, changes in the hardware, small changes

in the GUIs, etc., then the duration of the validity of the user behaviour will be affected
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increasing the false alarms, contrary to our work that make use of a feedback loop that can

absorb these variations.

6.2. Conclusions

lt has been shown in a empirical way, the capability of authenticating users utilizing the

mouse based behavioural biometric and the usage of the GUIs; by building the behaviour

of the users we can transparently authenticate them, with a free interadion with the

computer system, using an anomaly detedion approach; however our approach don't

cover all the masquerading scenarios such as when the user avoids the use of the mouse

device; therefore with our study is pretended to complement the keystroke dynamics

approach, that is also insufficient given the increasing usage of the graphical user

interfaces where mouse devices are commonly used.

ln this work several improvements to related works are presented, such as: the redudion

of the number of features considered to construd the user behaviour and the redudion of

the required data in the enrollment phase of the users, resulting in a lower computational

cost in the enrollment and the verification phases; in addition we have identified new

features extraded from the user interadion via the computer mouse such as the hit test

codes and the click duration.

Regarding the application approach, we explained the behaviour changes presented by

the users according to the application and the effort of the adivity performed, being a

fundamental part in the construction of the user behaviour that helps to reduce the time to

authenticate the users.

By building the user behaviour with mouse information, the use of expensive hardware is

avoided, and in certain way the mouse data is easily obtained through the user interadion

with the pc, moreover we are assured that mouse-based behaviour of the user can't be

imitated by other users.

6.3. Future work

The diredion of our future work will be direded to complement our re-authentication

method with the keystroke dynamics to provide a complete solution for user authentication,

once delimiting the responsibility to the current user, we would like to combine other kind
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of intrusión detedion systems based on systems calis to deted a wide range of internal

attacks, and also the combination of network traffic monitoring should be necessary to

créate a robust intrusión detedion system.
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